16th Summer Camp Commenced at GGIS
The 16th Summer Camp of Gyan Ganga International School was inaugurated in the most
dignified and magnificent manner on 01st May, 2016 Sunday. Enormous number of students
from Jabalpur City and from nearby places participated in the camp. The main objective of
conducting this camp is to impart training of various activities and teach the students how to
utilize their leisure time by learning some beneficial things which can develop different
skills in them and help them in grooming their personality.
During these twenty days in the camp students will undergo different training schedules for
various activities such as Horse Riding, Swimming, Dance, Art & Craft, Shooting, English
Speaking, Computer, Personality Development, Calligraphy, different Sports (Indoor &
Outdoor), Skating and above all Yoga the most demanding activity of the time. All these
activities will be imparted to the students under the guidance of expert trainers and teachers.
To make this camp more interesting and fruitful and result oriented different competitions
will be conducted to drag out the hidden talents and potentials of the participants.
During the indoor activities such as Spoken English, Art & Craft classes students will
develop their different skill which will in total add up to their personality with the use of
waste material and unused items at home these students will be taught to make some useful
and decorative items. Best accommodation facilities are available in the institution for the
boarding campers with air cooled dormitories. Bus facilities are also available for dayboarding campers. There will be number of evening activities such as quiz, debate, dance,
music and other knowledgeable competitions which will be organized to enhance the
knowledge of these campers in different fields.
This camp is being organized under the great guidance of school Principal Dr. Rajesh
Kumar Chandel. Speaking on the inauguration of the camp he expressed his views on the
importance of such camps during summers’ and also welcomed the participants from
different areas. He also highlighted on the importance of different activities which will be
the integral part of this camp and would definitely benefit the campers in grooming and
developing their personality as a whole.
Parents and guardians of all the campers who were present for the occasion appreciated the
Management and the Principal for organizing such camps which would help their wards in
learning and using their summer vacations time fruitfully by learning something and
developing their skills and personality on the whole.

